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The well-known theorem of Cramer [1] on the decomposition of the normal law

has been extended by Linnik and Zinger [7] in a purely analytical direction. This

generalization is as follows:

Let fx(t),fi2(t),.. .,fiN(t) be some characteristic functions and let ax, a2,..., aN

be some positive numbers. Let the functions /„(/) (zz= 1, 2,..., A) satisfy the

equationf2)

fl{/n(0r" = exp{z>z-ia2z2}
n=l

for all real t in a certain neighborhood of the point t = 0, where a2>0 and p are real

numbers. Then each factor/n(/) is the characteristic function of a normal distribu-

tion. A similar analytical extension of the theorem of Raikov [10] on the decomposi-

tion of the Poisson law has been proven by Dugué [2]. The author [5] has given an

alternative proof of this theorem of Dugué. Similar generalizations concerning the

decomposition of analytic characteristic functions (characteristic functions which

are regular in a horizontal strip containing the real axis) were obtained by Dugué

[2], Linnik [6] and the author [4].

Recently Mamay [9] has obtained an interesting generalization of this decompo-

sition theorem of analytic characteristic functions for the case of a denumerable

number of factors. This theorem may be stated as follows:

Let {fin(t)}, zz= 1, 2,..., be a sequence of characteristic functions and let {an} be a

sequence of positive numbers such thata„äa0>0. Let/(z) be an analytic function

of the complex variable z (z = t + iv, t and v both real) which is regular in the strip

|Imz| <M and has no zeros inside this strip. Let the functions/,(/) satisfy the

equation

Y\{fn(t)Y«  = f(t)
n = l

for all real t in a certain neighborhood | í | < S (5 > 0) of the point i=0. Then each
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(2) For the definition of {/„(z)}an = exp {<*„ In fn(t)} we consider that particular branch of the

logarithm for which ln/n(0) = 0.
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factor/n(z) as a fonction of the complex variable z is also regular at least in the same

strip and further the above equation holds for all complex z in the strip |Im z\ < M.

As a direct consequence of this theorem she has also derived an extension of the

theorem of Linnik and Zinger [7] for the case of a denumerable number of factors.

In the present paper we shall deduce a similar result on the analytical decomposition

of the Poisson law for the case of a denumerable number of factors. We formulate

this theorem as follows:

Theorem. Let {fn(t)} be a sequence of characteristic functions and let {«„} be a

sequence of positive numbers such that a„ ^ a0 > 0, for «=1,2,.... Suppose that the

functions finit) satisfy the equation

(1) IÎ {/n(0}a» = exp {Afexp {it}- 1)}       (A > 0)
n = l

far all real t in a certain neighborhood \ t \ < 8 (S > 0) of the point t = 0. Then each

factor fn(t) has the form

(2) fin(t) = exp {ip.nt+ A«(exp {it} -1)},       « = 1,2,...,

where An â 0 and p.n are real numbers.

Before proceeding to the proof of the theorem, we first note that we can assume

each aná 1 («=1,2,...) without any loss of generality, since in case any an> 1,

there always exists a positive integer Nn such that an ̂  Nn and hence we have

{/.(Of"  =  {[fn(t)]N»r»!N»  = {Ut)Y^,

where xun(t) = {fn(t)}N" and aJNn-í 1. The functions xbn(t) now satisfy the equation

(1) and we deduce from the theorem that each xbn(t) is of the form (2). Then it

follows at once from the theorem of Raikov [10] that each factor fn(t) has also the

form (2).

We shall prove this theorem in a series of lemmas.

Lemma 1. Under the condition of the theorem each factor fn(t) is the characteristic

function of a lattice distribution with a span equal to unity.

Proof. It follows immediately from the theorem of Mamay stated above that

each factor fn(z) as a function of the complex variable z (z=t+iv, t and v both real)

is an entire characteristic function without zeros and further the equation

(3) n ifnW- = exp wexp w - !)}
n = l

holds for all complex z. We put z = 2tt in equation (3) and thus obtain

oo

I |/,(2tt)|«. = 1
n = l
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which implies at once that for each n, |/„(27r)| = 1 so that each/„(O is the character-

istic function of a lattice distribution with span equal to unity (cf. [3, pp. 59-60]).

Lemma 2. Each distribution function corresponding to the factor fn(t) is bounded

to the left.

Proof. Let Fn(x) be the distribution function corresponding to/„(/). First we note

that none of the distribution functions Fn(x) can be a finite nondegenerate distribu-

tion, as in such a case (cf. [8, p. 141]) the corresponding characteristic function

fn(z) is an entire function of the exponential type having infinitely many zeros. But

clearly this is not possible, since none of the functions/n(z) can have any zeros in the

entire complex plane. Therefore, each F„(x) must belong to one of the following

three classes :

(A) Fn(x) is unbounded on both sides so that it is purely discrete with jumps pjn

(pjn^0, 2"=-oo/Zyn= 1) at the points pn+j where pn is some real number and

y'=0, ±1, ±2,.... Here without any loss of generality we can always choose pn

so that lf=oPjn<? and IfLip-^i- Therefore, we can write

00

(4a) /„(/) = exp {zW"2  Pm exp {/(/} = exp {itpn}c/>n(t),
j-   -00

where

00

<f>n(t) =     2    F,n exp {itj}

is again the characteristic function of a lattice distribution having jumps pjn at the

pointsy'=0, ±1, ±2,... so that lf=iP-in^j-

(B) Fn(x) is bounded to the right so that it has jumps pjn only at the points pn—j

where pn is some finite real number andy'=0, 1,2,.... Here we can write

00

(4b) /„(/) = exp {itpn} 2 Pin exp {- itj) = exp {itpn}</>n(t),
i = 0

where </>n(t) = lf= 0 pjn exp { — itj} is the characteristic function of a lattice distribu-

tion which is bounded to the right by the point 0 having jumps p)n at the points

7=0,-1,-2,....
(C) Fn(x) is bounded to the left so that it has jumps pjn only at the points pn+j

where pn is some finite real number andy'=0, 1,2,.... Here we write

CO

(4c) /„(/) = exp {itpn} 2 Fzn exp {z'iy} = exp {itpn}<f>n(t),
1 = 0

where </>n(t) = l?=oP¡n exp {itj} is the characteristic function of a lattice distribution

which is bounded to the left by the point 0 having jumps pjn at the points y'=

0, 1, 2,.... Hence the sequence {/,(?)} can be divided into three mutually exclusive

and exhaustive subsequences {fink(t)}, {fin'k(t)} and {fn"k(t)} according as the corre-

sponding distribution functions belong to the classes (A), (B) and (C) respectively.
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We write also the relations

(5a) fnk(t) = exp {itpnk}<pnk(t),

(5b) fn'k(t) = exp {itpn'k}<pnk(t),

(5c) fn"k(t) = exp {itpni}</>ni(t),

corresponding to the classes (A), (B) and (C) respectively. We next substitute the

relations (5a), (5b) and (5c) in (3) and thus obtain the relation

00

(6) 1 exp {izanp.n}{Uz)Y« = exp {A(e'* - 1 )}
71=1

holding for all z in the complex plane where each factor </>n(z) as a function of the

complex variable z is an entire characteristic function without zeros.

We put z = 2tt in (6) and note that ¡pn(2ir)= 1 for every « so that we have

CO f CO ^

Y~[ exp {i2-TTccnpn} = exp Ï i2n 2 «„m„ \ = 1
n=l I n=1 J

and consequently 2n°=i antJín = m where «7 is a certain finite integer which may be

positive, negative or zero. Thus we obtain from (6)

00

(7) J {<l>n(z)}a« = exp {- imz + X(e" - 1 )}
71 = 1

for all complex z. We put z = iv (v real) in (7) and then get the relation

(8) fl AW*»}* = exp {/wr + X(e - -1)}
71=1

holding for all real v. We set (formally)

*i(«o = n {Kfr)r\.  *&> = n faim"-'*,  *s(«o = n &&»>?*.
k k k

First we verify easily from (4b) and (5b) that $>2(v) > 1 for v > 0. Similarly we deduce

from (4a) and (5a) that for r>0, each factor of Q^v) has the estimate

CO CO

4>n(iv) > ^P-i.n^PÍM > expiz^P-jn =? iexpr
j=i i=x

so that <t)i(z,)> 1 for z>>ln 2. We can also verify easily from (4c) and (5c) that

Oá <J>3(i')^ 1 for Z'SO. We now prove that <D3(z) cannot be identically zero for all

i7> 0. We write <p(v) = Ylk<pn'¡c(w) and see that Oá xL(v) ál for v^O. Since 0<a0

^ a„ ̂  1 and 0 < </>nk(iv) ^ 1 for v ä 0, we have for v ä 0

0 ^ xb(v) è 3>3(tz) ̂ {<l>(v)}ao ^ 1.

First we show that <t>3^0. Let us suppose that <J>3(z/) = 0 for all t'>0, then in such

a case xk(v) is also identically zero. But xb(v) is a power-series in e~v with nonnegative
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coefficients and in this case all the coefficients must vanish and consequently

0(0) = 0. This contradicts the fact that 0(0) = FL <t>nl(0) = 1 ■ Thus, for z;>0, </i(v)

cannot be identically zero so that it must contain at least one term which is a

power of e~" with a certain positive coefficient. Therefore, for zz>0, we have

</)(v)^Ae~yv where A >0 and y a nonnegative integer. Thus for n>0we get

<t>3(v) ̂ <p(v) 2: A exp {—yv).

We now turn to Lemma 2 and suppose that the statement of this lemma is not true.

Then there exists at least one distribution function which is not bounded to the left

but is either bounded or unbounded to the right. Therefore, there exists at least one

characteristic function which belongs either to the set {</>nk(t)} or to the set {</>n'k(t)}.

First we consider the case when it belongs to the set {</>nk(t)} and we denote this

characteristic function by </>ni(t). We can then rewrite O^iz) as

*l(») = WA") O *&<*»
fc>l

and verify easily that for z>>ln2, O1(tz)>0nï1O'f)^0n;(w)» Thus for z>>ln2 we

obtain from (8) the estimate

(9) A<j>l°(iv)exp{-(y + m)v} < exp {A(exp — v— 1)}.

But </>ni(t) is the characteristic function of a distribution which is not bounded to

the left and therefore we can always choose a sufficiently large positive integer v

subject to the condition va0 — y — m>0 so that, for v>0, </>ni(iv)>Bexp {vv} where

0<jf?< 1. Thus we get finally for r>ln 2

(10) AB"o exp{(va0-y-m)} < exp {A(exp —v-1)}.

But this relation cannot hold for sufficiently large values of v since vaQ — y — m>0.

Therefore there cannot exist any distribution function belonging to the class (A).

Similarly we can show that there does not exist any distribution function belonging

to the class (B). Therefore we conclude that each distribution function Fn(x) must

belong to the class (C) thus completing the proof of Lemma 2.

Thus the functions </>n(iv) satisfy the relation (8) where each </>n(iv) has the form

<f>n(iv) = lf= 0 pjn exp {— jv} for all real v according to (4c). We now prove that

Z7z = 2n°=i ctnpn = 0. For this purpose we introduce the sequence of characteristic

functions 0Ar(O = nn = i ^n(0 and denote the corresponding sequence of distribution

functions by HN(x) (N=l, 2,...). We also write 'r,(t) = Tln=i 0n(O» which is the

characteristic function of the limiting distribution function. We verify easily that

for v > 0

00

0 S 00V) S IJttnOv)}«* S {0(/F)}a° S 1
n = l
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so that, using the equation (8) and taking the logarithms, we obtain for zj>0 the

relation

In >fi(iv) 5j zm; + A(exp — v— I) ^ a0 In xb(iv) :£ 0.

Thus for v > 0, we have

(11) — a0 In xb(iv)/v ̂  — m + À,       (1-exp — v)/v S —(lnxb(iv))/v.

But the left extremity of each distribution function HN(x) is zero, so that, for any

arbitrary N and any e > 0, we have HN( — e) = 0 while HN(e) > 0. Therefore the left

extremity of the limiting distribution function corresponding to the characteristic

function xb(t) must also be zero. We now use Polya's formula (cf. [8, p. 140]) for

the left extremity of a distribution and thus get

ftt, i- lnxb(iv)
(12) -hm sup —1-^: = 0.

V-* oo V

We combine (11) and (12) and verify at once that «i=0. We put m=0 in (7) and get

the relation

(B) n tt«W" = exp wexp w- !»
71=1

holding for all complex z where each factor <pn(z) is an entire characteristic function

without zeros and is of the form

00 / CO \

<f>n(z)  =  2 P* eXP {'Zfi> Pi"  - 0' 2 Pi" =   1 I •
j=0 \ j=0 I

Next we study the convergence of the infinite product FI"= i {<pn(z)}a".

Lemma 3. The infinite product n™= i {<Pn(z)}"n converges uniformly in the circle

\z\ <JR (R is any arbitrary positive number).

Proof. First we note that for any v in the interval 0 g v ̂  R (R > 0), we have, for

any «, l-¿(f>n(-w)S<pn(-iR) so that O^ln <f>n(-iv)Sln </>n(-iR). We put z= -iR

(R>0) in (13) and thus obtain

00

2 «„ In «-//?) = X(expR-l).
71=1

Hence it follows from the convergence test of Weierstrass that the series

CO

^anln(f>n(-iv)
71=1

converges uniformly in the interval 0^v¿R. We construct the sequence of functions

*»(*) = El ¿»(z),       N=l,2,...,
71=1
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and consider the circle \z\ = R. Since each </>n(z) is regular and has no zeros inside the

circle \z\ =R, each function 0N(z) is also regular and has no zeros inside this circle.

Again from the form of </>n(z), we can verify easily

max \<pn(z)\ = U-iR) § 1.
IzISZî

Therefore for every N and every z in \z\ ¿R, we have

\0n(z)\ = fl l«z)la" ̂  fj>»(-<'*)}*" ̂  exp{A(exp{Jv}-l)}.
71= 1 71= 1

Further the sequence of functions {0N(z)} converges uniformly on the segment of the

imaginary axis —R<v^0 contained inside the circle |z|=/J. Therefore according

to the convergence theorem of Vitali (cf. [11, p. 168]) the infinite product

fl tt"W"
71=1

converges uniformly in any circle \z\ <R, so that Lemma 3 is proven.

Therefore the infinite product ]~I ™= i {<Pn( — iv)}"» converges uniformly in any finite

t'-interval (|p| <R, R>0 and arbitrary). We put z= -iv (v real) in (13) and thus

obtain the relation
CO

(14) J {U - /«,)}"» = exp {A(exp {v} -1)}
71=1

for all real v where each </>n(—iv) has the form

00 / 00 \

M - iv) = 2 Ptn exp {jv} pjn £ 0, T pJn = 1 ).
!=0 \ j=0 I

We take the limit of both sides of (14) as v -> -co and thus obtain the relation

00

~\pZ = exp -A
71=1

so that each p0n has the estimate pn0 ̂  exp {- A/an} ä exp {— A/a0} > 0. We next use

the transformation x = exp d(0^x<oo) and introduce the sequence of functions

00 / 00 \

gn(x)  =  ^PjnX'/Pon, (fin  =ï  0, ^ Pin =   U
i = o \ i=0 I

for «=1,2,.... We note that each gn(x) ^1 for x ^ 0 and further it is a power

series in x with nonnegative coefficients. Further we obtain the following lemma as

an immediate consequence of Lemma 3 and the equation (14).

Lemma 4. The infinite product \~ln= i {gn(x)Yn converges uniformly in the interval

O^x^A (A>0 and arbitrary) and further the relation

(15) fl {gn(x)}«n = exp {Axl
n = l

holds for all x^O.
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For further investigation we have to study the behavior of each function gn(w)

as a complex valued function of the complex variable w (w = x + iy, x and y both

real).

Lemma 5. Each of the functions gn(w) (w complex) is regular and has no zeros at

least in the circle \w\ Spo (where p0<exp { —A/a0}) about the point w = 0.

Since
CO / CO \

gn(w)  =  ^.PinW'IPon, [Pin  ^  0, ]> pjn  =   l),
i=0 \ i=o I

we have for every n and every w in |w|SI,

1    °° 1
\gn(w)\   S  —  ]>F;n|wf  è  —  S  exp {X/a0} (ct0  > 0)

Pon 1=0 Pon

so that each gn(w) is regular at least in the circle |w| S 1. Further for each w in

| m'| S po (where 0 < p0 < exp {— A/a0}) we have

k»-l| S -!- f^PjnP'o = ^ ^ p0exp{A/a0}
Pon j = i Pon

so that

\gn(w)\ > l-p0exp{X/a0} > 0

and hence each gn(w) cannot have any zeros in this circle.

Lemma 6. The relation

(16) fi te-O*)}"" = exp {Aw}
n=l

holds for all complex w in any circle about the point w = 0 in which each gn(w) is

regular and has no zeros.

Proof. We consider a circle \w\=R(R>0) about the point w = 0 in which each

gn(w) is regular and has no zeros. We construct a sequence of functions

GK(w) = f] {g»}«.,       A =1,2,...,
n=l

and verify easily that each GN(w) is also regular and has no zeros inside the circle

|h>| =R. Each gn(w) is a power series in IF with nonnegative coefficients so that for

each n, max!uJ| iR \gjyv)\ =gn(R) = 1» We put x = R in the equation (15) and get

n{<?n(*)}a» = exp{AF}.
n = l

Hence for every N and every w in |vt> | S R we have

\GN(w)\ = fl \g*M\'» = fliSniR)}"" = exp{AF}.
n=l n=l
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Further we note from Lemma 4 that the sequence {GN(w)} converges uniformly on

the positive half segment of the real axis 0 ^ x < R which is contained in the circle

|w| = P. Therefore, according to the convergence theorem of Vitali, the sequence

{GNiw)} converges uniformly inside the circle \w\ =R and further this limit function

is also regular in the circle |w| <R. Then it follows immediately from the property

of uniqueness of analytic continuation that equation (16) holds for all complex w

in the circle |vv| <R.

Lemma 7. Each function gn(w) has no zeros inside any circle about the point w = 0

in which each gn(w) is regular.

Proof. Let |w| =RQ (Ro>0) be a circle about the point w=0 in which each gniw)

is regular. Then clearly by virtue of Lemma 5, we have R0> p0>0. We shall prove

that each gn(w) cannot have any zeros inside the circle |w| =R0. Let us suppose that

the statement of this lemma is not true. Then there are zeros (finitely or possibly

infinitely many) of the functions gn(w) inside this circle. Let px be the infimum of the

moduli of the set of all zeros of the functions gn(w) inside the circle \w\ =R0. Then

clearly, according to Lemma 5, we have px>po>0. We suppose that px<R0 so

that 8 = R0 — px>0. Hence each of the functions gn(w) is regular and has no zeros

in the circle |w| <px and consequently according to Lemma 6, equation (16) holds

for all complex w inside this circle. We set X0 = px—e/2 where e (0<£<8) is a

sufficiently small positive quantity and consider the circle | w\ = X0. We set x = X0 + $

and introduce the sequence of functions

hn(0  = gn(X0 + Olgn(Xo), «=1,2,....

It is easy to verify from Lemma 4 that the infinite product n"= i {hn(0}a'1 converges

uniformly in any interval 0 á £ ̂  £0 (fo > 0 and arbitrary) and that the relation

(17) Ô fo^»"" = exP <AÖ
71=1

holds for all £ ä 0. Each «n(f) ^ 1 for £ ̂  0 and further it is a power series in £ with

nonnegative coefficients. Therefore we can write

j, (t\      gn(Xo + i)      v _   tí"-.(O =     0 (y,    = 2,ai""
5ti(^o) /To

whereq0n = hn(0)=l andqin^0(j=l, 2,... ; «=1, 2,...). Using (17) we obtain for

every «, the estimate

71

2 &» = A»(l) = exPÍAK} =ï exp{A/a0}.
i=o

We now consider each hn({) as a function of the complex variable I and see easily

that for every « and every I in |£| ^ 1

\hn(l)\ ^%in\ty^%in^exp{\/a0}
3=0 j=0
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so that each hn(Q is regular at least in the circle |£|<1 about the point £=0.

Further for every n and every £ in | £| S c < 1 we have the estimate

n n

|A„(Q-1| S 2<tV = e2^" = Eexp{A/«0}
3=1 7=0

so that for every n and every e in 0<e< 1, we have /zn(e)-1 Sc exp {X/a0} so that

gn(X0 + e)-gn(X0) S e exp {Xla0}gn(X0).

Again putting x= X0 in (15) we obtain gn(X0)Sexp {XX0/a0}<exp {Xpx/aQ} so that

we obtain finally for every n and every e in 0 < e < 1 and X0 > 0, the estimate

(18) gn(X0 + e)-gn(X0) < e exp {A(l + Px)/ao}.

Let W0 be an arbitrary point on the circumference of the circle \w\ = XQ. Then

clearly according to our assumption each gn(rV0 + Q as a function of the complex

variable £ is regular at least in the circle |£| < e and admits the McLaurin expansion

so that for every n and every £ in |£| <e, we have

\gn(rVo+i)-gn(rV0)\   S    2   £\itfXW0)\.
)c = l K ■

But for any k and zz the function gnk)(W0) is again a power series in W0 with non-

negative coefficients so that for any }V0 on the circle ^1 = ^ we have |zjnW(-^Fo)|

Sg'„k)(X0). Hence we have

\gn(Wo + i)-gn(rV0)\   S    2   £¡g?\X0)   =  gn(X0 + e)-gn(X0).

Then using (18) we get

(19) \gn( W0 + 0 - gn( rV0) | < e exp {A( 1 + Px)/ao}.

Next we proceed to obtain an estimate for |gn(IF0)|. Clearly equation (16) holds

for all complex W on the circumference of the circle | w¡ = A'o so that we have

ft \gn(Wo)\a» = |exp{AIF0}| ^ exp{-A^0}
71 = 1

and

Ô {gn(Xo)}a« = exp {XX0}
n = l

so that

Again we note that for every zz, |zjn(IFo)| ^gn(X0) so that we have the estimate

(20) |*B(W0)| è gn(X0) exp{-2XX0/a0} ä exp {-2XX0/a0} > exp {-2APl/«0}.
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We now combine (19) and (20) and thus obtain for every « and every IF0 on the

circle \w\ = X0 and every £ in |£| <e, the estimate

(21) \gn(W0 + 0\ > exp {-2APx/ao}-e exp {A(l +Px)/a0}.

Therefore for e<min (8, exp { — A(l + 3px)l<x0}) we obtain |gn(IF0 + 0| >0. Thus we

conclude that there always exists a circle of radius e around every point IF0 on the

circumference of the circle \w\ = X0 = px — e/2 in which none of the functions gn(w)

has any zeros so that each gn(w) has no zeros at least inside the circle | w\ < px + e/2.

But this contradicts our assumption that px is the infimum of the set of all zeros of

the functions gn(w). Hence px =i R0 and each gn(w) cannot have any zeros inside

the circle |w| =R0.

Lemma 8. Each of the functions gn(w) is an entire function.

Proof. Let us suppose that the statement of the lemma is not true. Then there

exists at least one gn(w) which converges only in a circle about the point w=0 with a

certain finite radius of convergence. Let p2 be the infimum of the radii of conver-

gence of the functions gn(w). Then clearly according to Lemma 5, we have p2> p0> 0.

Then according to our assumption each of the functions gn(w) is regular in the circle

\w\ <p2 about the point w = 0. Consequently according to Lemma 7 each gn(w)

has no zeros inside this circle and further by virtue of Lemma 6, equation (16)

holds for all complex w in this circle. We now set X0 = p2 — e where £ is a sufficiently

small positive quantity. We substitute x = X0 + Ç(Ç real) and introduce the functions

K(î) = gn(Xo + t)lgn(Xo), «=1,2,....

We then proceed in the same manner as in the proof of Lemma 7 and prove that

each hn(l) as a function of the complex variable £ converges in a circle about the

point 1 = 0 with a radius of convergence which is not less than unity. Each gn(w)

is a power series with nonnegative coefficients and hence it follows from the theorem

of Pringsheim and Landau that the point of singularity of the function gn(w) which

is nearest to the origin w = 0 must be located on the positive half segment of the real

axis. Thus we deduce that each gn(w) is regular at least in the circle \w\< p2 + (l—e).

But this contradicts our assumption that p2 is the infimum of the radii of conver-

gence of the functions g„(w). Therefore each gn(w) is an entire function.

Lemma 9. Each of the functions gn(w) has the form

gn(w) = exp {Anw},       An ̂  0       (« = 1, 2,...).

Proof. As a direct consequence of Lemmas 6, 7, and 8, we conclude that each

gn(w) is an entire function and has no zeros in the whole complex plane and further

equation (16) holds for all complex w in the plane. We set w=R in (16) and obtain

for every « the estimate

max \gn(w)\ = gn(R) g exp{XR/a0}       (<xQ > 0)
\W\ = R
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so that

max |gn(w)| = 0(exp{aR})   asF->oo       (a > 0).
lw¡ = R

Therefore the order of each entire function gn(w) cannot exceed unity and it follows

at once from the factorization theorem of Hadamard that each gn(w) has the form

gn(w) = exp (Xnw+vn),       n = 1,2,....

But we further note that each g„(0) = 1 so that vn = 0 and each gn(x)^l for x>0

so that An is real and nonnegative. This completes the proof of Lemma 9.

We now turn to the proof of the Theorem. It is very easy to verify from Lemma 9

that each factor </>n(t) has the form

(22) <j>n(t) = exp {An(exp {it}- 1)},       n = 1, 2_

We now note that

fn(t) = exp {ipnt}</>n(t),       zz = 1, 2,...,

and thus complete the proof of the theorem.
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